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Abstract 16 

The effect of adding CaO during the pyrolysis of waste tires (WT) using a twin-auger reactor on the properties of the 17 

pyrolysis derived products was assessed in this work. Pyrolysis was conducted in a lab-scale facility at a reactor 18 

temperature of 475 °C, 3.5 min of residence time of the solid, 1.16 kg/h of WT, and 300 mL/min of N2. CaO was 19 

continuously fed at ratios of 10, 15, and 20 wt.%, according to the WT mass flow rate, using two particle size ranges: 20 

fine (105-149 µm) and coarse (149-841 µm). The resulting tire pyrolysis oil (TPO) was initially characterized in terms 21 

of sulfur content, and the sample with the lowest sulfur content, named TPO[CaO], was further studied by different 22 

analytical techniques, including GC-MS and 1H NMR. The tire pyrolysis gas (TPG) and the tire pyrolysis solid (TPS) 23 

related to TPO[CaO], so-called TPG[CaO] and TPS[CaO], respectively, were also characterized by gas 24 

chromatography, and elemental, proximate and XRF analyses, respectively. Lastly, an acid-demineralization process 25 

was carried out to remove some of the inorganic elements in the TPS[CaO]. The addition of 15 wt.% of coarse CaO 26 

during the pyrolysis of WT resulted in a sulfur reduction in TPO of 26.10 %, while viscosity and water content were 27 

significantly reduced. The GC-MS analysis revealed a significant presence of benzene, toluene, xylene, as well as 28 

limonene in both TPO and TPO[CaO]. Likewise, 1H NMR suggested an increase of hydrogen atoms in aromatic, 29 
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naphthenic, and olefin structures in the TPO[CaO], while a decrease of these atoms in paraffinic structures. Similarly, 30 

H2 and some CxHy compounds increased, while CO2, CO, and H2S decreased in TPG[CaO], which support the 31 

hypothesis of the participation of CaO in several reactions during the pyrolysis of WT. Although the ash content in 32 

TPS[CaO] was significantly high after pyrolysis (57.5 wt.%), the acid demineralization process was effective at 33 

removing 80 % of its inorganic content, improving its surface area and porosity. The information presented in this work 34 

aims at providing some insights towards the advancement of in-situ upgrading strategies for the resulting products 35 

derived from pyrolysis of WT.  36 

Keywords: Waste tires, tire pyrolysis oil, twin-auger reactor, in-situ upgrading, calcium oxide. 37 

1.  Introduction  38 

Nowadays, predominant energy/environmental policies around the world are particularly focused on: i) the 39 

development of renewable energy systems, ii) waste management strategies including chemical recycling processes 40 

in line with circular economy guidelines , and iii) the mitigation of greenhouse gas emissions by developing strategies 41 

towards a more sustainable and low-emission economy [1]. Even though biomass-derived fuels such as biodiesel, 42 

alcohols, biomass-to-liquid, and hydrotreated vegetable oils are already produced and commercialized as partial 43 

substitutes for conventional fossil fuels, the long-term objective is to produce hydrocarbons from by-products and 44 

waste, which include waste tires (WT) [2]. The fuels derived from these waste streams must be held to strict 45 

compositional standards regarding sulfur, nitrogen, aromatic, and olefin content, among others, in order to be 46 

considered as “drop-in” fuels. In turn, the adherence to those standards allows for their implementation in combustion 47 

systems without the need for noteworthy modifications to the devices themselves. 48 

Within this context, advanced thermo-chemical processes have been under research with the aim of recovering fuels 49 

and value-added products from materials whose life cycle have ended. In this sense, the chemical recycling of WT by 50 

means of pyrolysis has gained significant impetus due to the rise in their pernicious disposal and subsequent 51 

environmental harm, coupled with the possibility of recovering both energy and materials [3]. Rubber from WT (a mix 52 

of natural and synthetic rubber) exhibits high energy density (HHV = 35 - 40 MJ/kg), high volatile matter content (55 - 53 
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65 wt.%), and a significant amount of carbon black (35 - 40 wt. %). Based on this composition, pyrolysis has been 54 

perceived as one of the pathways with greater potential to recover both liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons, as well as 55 

valuable carbonaceous solids from WT [4], aligning completely with the circular economy principles [5]. 56 

Correspondingly, the pyrolysis of WT generates: i) tire pyrolysis oil (TPO), ii) tire pyrolysis gas (TPG), and iii) tire 57 

pyrolysis solid (TPS). These three fractions exhibit an extraordinary potential to partake in the circular economy 58 

framework as substitutes, for instance, of petroleum hydrocarbons and virgin carbon black (CB) [3].  59 

TPO is one of the most abundant and interesting products obtained from the pyrolysis of WT [4]. It can be used as a 60 

feedstock in petroleum refineries, or as source to produce refined chemicals such as BTX (benzene, toluene, and 61 

xylene) [6]. Dipentene (d,l-limonene) can also be found in TPO, which is a recognized valuable product in the 62 

petrochemical sector, given that it is commonly used to produce solvents, resins, adhesives, and fragrances, among 63 

others [7]. As alternative fuel, TPO has been considered as a partial substitute for conventional fuels in internal 64 

combustion engines, as well as other combustion systems such as industrial boilers, furnaces, and burners [8–12]. 65 

Among all of these possibilities, combustion applications seem to be the most straightforward pathway to use TPO due 66 

to its high energy density (40 - 43 MJ/kg) and similar physicochemical properties to those of conventional petroleum-67 

derived fuels such as viscosity (1.70 - 17.80 cSt), density (871 - 995 kg/m3), as well as carbon (83 - 87 wt.%) and 68 

hydrogen (9 - 11 wt.%) content [4,13,14]. However, TPO faces several challenges regarding: i) low flash point, which 69 

poses a challenge for its handling and storage; ii) high final distillation point, which influences the evaporation process 70 

during combustion; and iii) high sulfur content, which raises environmental and technical issues [4,14,15]. Therefore, 71 

upgrading strategies seem to be highly recommended to improve the properties of TPO before its use in energy 72 

systems.  73 

The upgrading of TPO has been addressed using both ex-situ and in-situ pathways. Ex-situ processes commonly 74 

involve extraction, oxidation/extraction, distillation and hydrotreating. These processes are applied once the TPO has 75 

been produced [16–24], or when the volatile matter released from WT during pyrolysis is directed into an upgrading 76 

stage [25,26]. On the other hand, in-situ methods involve the addition of different materials such as catalysts and/or 77 

sorbents into the pyrolyzer itself [27–29]. In this sense, calcium-based materials have been proposed as promising 78 
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options due to their low-cost, high abundance, and desulfurization capability. In particular, CaO has been widely used 79 

to regulate the sulfur content (H2S, SO2, etc.) of products resulting from different thermo-chemical processes (i.e. 80 

pyrolysis, gasification, and combustion) of several feedstock, including coal, biomass, and plastics [30–35]. 81 

Additionally, CaO may also adsorb CO2 and H2O to produce CaCO3 [36] and Ca(OH)2 [37], respectively, improving the 82 

properties of the derived products.  83 

Up until now, different types of reactor arrangements have been used to carry out the pyrolysis of WT, as well as to 84 

assess the upgrading of TPO. However, according to the authors’ knowledge, auger pyrolyzers, in particular the twin-85 

auger configuration, has not yet been investigated to carry out both processes simultaneously. These types of 86 

pyrolyzers are currently receiving special attention due to their potential to transform a wide range of feedstocks in a 87 

continuous manner. The advantages of using an auger reactor also include low specific size and portability, which 88 

implies a reduction in the costs associated with transportation, management, and logistics of the feedstock. In addition, 89 

it requires ultra-low flows of inert gas, which reduces operation costs, in contrast with technologies such as the fluidized 90 

bed. Furthermore, auger reactors, particularly the twin-auger, offer a high degree of mixing and heat transfer, which 91 

favors the conversion of the feedstock during pyrolysis. As a result, the use of this configuration exhibits multiple 92 

advantages for conducting processes such as co-pyrolysis or catalytic in-situ pyrolysis [38,39].  93 

Based on the above, this investigation deals with the addition of CaO during the pyrolysis of WT in a twin-auger reactor, 94 

in terms of yield and properties of the resulting products. CaO was continuously and independently fed at different 95 

proportions, and two different particles size ranges were also explored. The pyrolysis of WT was performed following 96 

the conditions found in a previous work [39] that maximize the TPO yield, while the TPS yield is minimized. This work 97 

also describes an acid demineralization stage using HCl to remove some inorganic materials from the TPS obtained 98 

when adding CaO (TPS[CaO]). Properties of the pyrolysis products before and after adding CaO are compared in order 99 

to provide some insights regarding the effect of this material during the pyrolysis process of WT. The participation of 100 

CaO in several reactions during pyrolysis is evidenced not only in the reduction of the sulfur content, but also in the 101 

variation of some physicochemical properties of TPO. In addition, the acid demineralization process is effective in a 102 

substantial improvement of the properties of TPS. Overall, the addition of CaO can be seen as an unexpensive and 103 
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simple initial upgrading approach for improving in-situ the physicochemical properties of TPO, not only to reduce its 104 

sulfur content but also viscosity and water. In this manner, severe upgrading post-treatments can be either minimized 105 

or even avoided depending on the TPO requirements. 106 

2. Materials and methods 107 

2.1 Feedstock characterization 108 

2.1.1. Waste tire  109 

The feedstock used was a non-specified mixture of granulated WT with particle size between 2 and 4 mm, and without 110 

the steel thread and textile netting. These granulated particles were characterized in terms of elemental composition, 111 

proximate analysis and higher heating value (HHV). The elemental composition was determined according to the 112 

ASTM-D5622 and UNE-EN-15407 standards. The moisture and ash content were measured according to EPA-160.3 113 

SM-2540-G and ASTM D1506, respectively, while the volatile matter was obtained based on ISO-5623 and UNE 32-114 

019-84. Fixed carbon was calculated by difference. Lastly, the HHV was determined experimentally in an IKA C-2000 115 

calorimetric bomb, following the ASTM 240-09 standard procedure. 116 

2.1.2. CaO 117 

CaO was obtained by the thermal decomposition of CaCO3 using a common muffle with a moderate heating rate in 118 

order to avoid high pressures within the particles. The calcination process started by heating the CaCO3 gradually up 119 

to 300 ºC at 10 ºC/min, where it was maintained for 30 min. Thereafter, the temperature was increased to 600 ºC at 10 120 

ºC/min, and sustained again for 30 min. At the same heating rate, the temperature was then increased to 900 °C, and 121 

retained for 11 hours (overnight). After calcination, the resulting material was sieved, and the particle size distribution 122 

was determined. For the experimental campaign, two particle size ranges were chosen in order to assess the effect of 123 

this parameter on the overall process. Thus, the selected materials had a particle size distribution between 105 and 124 

149 µm (fine particle size), and between 149 and 841µm (coarse particle size). It is worth to mention that wide particle 125 

size ranges were selected in this work in order to be more representative of the size ranges that would be used in an 126 

industrial process, where narrow particle size ranges can be more difficult and expensive to achieve. 127 
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The composition of the resulting CaO was identified by means of  XRF analysis carried out in an Epsilon 1 – Panalytical 128 

equipment. Likewise, morphological characteristics and surface composition were determined through Scanning 129 

Electron Microscopy/Energy Dispersive using X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) in a JEOL JSM-6490 LV apparatus with 130 

an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. Additionally, textural properties, including the surface area (SBET), total pore volume 131 

(VT), micropore volume (Vo), and mesopores volume (VMeso) were also identified. Prior to determining these parameters, 132 

the samples were dried at 110 ºC for 12 h and degassed at 300 ºC for 8 h. Thereafter, nitrogen gas adsorption tests 133 

were carried out in a Micromeritics porosimeter (ASAP – 2020). SBET was calculated by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller 134 

(BET) equation by previously adjusting the relative pressure (P/Po) range as suggested by Keii et al. [40]. P/Po is the 135 

ratio between applied pressure (P) and saturation vapor pressure of adsorbed gas (Po), in this case nitrogen. VT and 136 

Vo were obtained using the N2 gas adsorbed at a relative pressure of 0.985 with the t-plot equation and the Dubin - 137 

Astakhov model, respectively. Finally, VMeso was found by subtracting Vo from VT. 138 

2.2 Twin-auger pyrolyzer 139 

A scheme of the twin-auger pyrolysis plant used in this work is shown in Fig. 1. Six main parts are identified: 1) feeding 140 

system, 2) twin-auger reactor, 3) heating system, 4) solid collection system, 5) condensing unit, and 6) gas burner. The 141 

feeding system (1) consists of two independent hoppers, each one with a feeding screw, an agitator (in order to avoid 142 

feedstock accumulation and formation of preferential paths), and a gas carrier inlet port. These hoppers allow feeding 143 

WT and CaO in an independent and continuous manner during operation. 144 

The pyrolyzer (2) consists of two intermeshing screws (down-pumped rotation), inside of an omega-shape case, and 145 

surrounded by electrical heaters, which supply the required energy to carry out the pyrolysis reactions. In the reactor, 146 

the feedstock is conveyed/mixed through the reaction zone, while the volatile matter released is conducted to the 147 

condensing unit by a continuous N2 flow. Six K-type thermocouples are located along the reactor case to record the 148 

temperature profile during pyrolysis. The heating system (3) comprises electrical resistances located strategically in 149 

three sections of the reactor. Each section has a K-type thermocouple installed, in order to control the reactor 150 

temperature. At the end of the reaction zone, the resulting solid fraction (TPS) falls by gravity into the solid collecting 151 

vessel (4).  152 
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 153 
Fig. 1. Twin-auger pyrolyzer 154 

The fifth system is the condensing unit (5), which receives the volatile matter released during the process. It comprises 155 

a shell and tube counter-flow heat exchanger, which uses water as a cold fluid for cooling down the pyrolysis vapors 156 

and thus, to recover the liquid fraction. The condensed fraction (TPO) is collected in a glass container located at the 157 

bottom of the condensing unit. 158 

After the main condensing unit, two additional traps (gas expanders) are installed in order to recover those hydrocarbon 159 

compounds that do not condense in the heat exchanger. The non-condensable pyrolysis gases (TPG) continue to a 160 

gas burner (6) to be transformed into combustion products, before being released to the atmosphere. Right before the 161 

gas burner, a bifurcation with a gas cleaning system coupled to a small vacuum pump is adjusted for TPG sampling. 162 

The cleaning step consists in a bubbling system using isopropanol to capture possible condensable compounds, and 163 

an impinger with silica gel to remove moisture. This system is submerged into an ice bath, in order to keep the 164 
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temperature as low as possible. Gas samples are collected in Tedlar bags for chromatographic characterization, once 165 

the process reaches steady state. The reactor (2) and the heating system (3) are well isolated by a refractory concrete 166 

wall, as well as by an isolation mantle, which covers both systems entirely in order to avoid cold spots. 167 

2.3 Experimental procedure  168 

The effect of adding CaO during the pyrolysis of WT on the physicochemical properties of TPO, TPG, and TPS was 169 

studied at those conditions that maximize the TPO yield, while the TPS one is minimized: 475 °C, 3.5 min of solid 170 

residence time, 1.16 kg/h of WT, and 300 mL/h of N2. A detailed explanation for the selection of these conditions can 171 

be found in a previous work [39]. Thus, CaO was fed into the twin-auger pyrolyzer in an independent and continuous 172 

manner at different feeding rates, ensuring different proportions of CaO/WT (10, 15, and 20 wt.%), based on a fixed 173 

WT mass flow rate (1.16 kg/h). The yields of TPO and TPS were determined by weighing the products after pyrolysis, 174 

while the yield of TPG was obtained by means of the mass balance. It is worth mentioning that the final solid fraction 175 

includes a mixture of TPS, CaO (regenerated or non-transformed), and other calcium-containing compounds (e.g. CaS, 176 

Ca(OH)2, CaCO3). Nonetheless, weight changes in the reacting CaO to form the aforementioned species were 177 

considered negligible, in contrast to the total weight of the CaO added during the process. This assumption was made 178 

based on the fact that the amount of CaO fed in the pyrolyzer was much higher (by a factor of eight) than the 179 

stoichiometric amount required to obtain, for instance, CaS, Ca(OH)2, CaCO3 (excess of CaO in the system) taking into 180 

account the possible amount of reacting species  (i.e. H2S, H2O, and CO2) in the released volatile matter. Therefore, 181 

the TPS yield was obtained by subtracting the total mass of CaO added during the experiments to the total weight of 182 

the solids contained in the collecting vessel. In order to have an accurate value of the total amount of CaO fed during 183 

operation, the mass flow rate of CaO at different feeder screw velocities was accurately calibrated for both particle size 184 

ranges prior to experimentation. The resulting TPO samples were initially characterized in terms of sulfur content 185 

(ASTM D 7220) in order to estimate the CaO effect on the sulfur reduction. The percentage of the sulfur removal from 186 

TPO was calculated according to Equation 1. Here, STPO is the sulfur content of TPO without using CaO and STPO[CaO] 187 

is the sulfur content of TPO when adding CaO during pyrolysis. The sample with the lowest sulfur content, named in 188 
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this work TPO[CaO], was further characterized as described in the following sections. In addition, the main features of 189 

the TPS and TPG linked to TPO[CaO]: TPS[CaO] and TPG[CaO], respectively, were also assessed.  190 

% 𝑆𝑅𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑆𝑇𝑃𝑂 − 𝑆𝑇𝑃𝑂[𝐶𝑎𝑂]

𝑆𝑇𝑃𝑂
×  100%  (1) 

2.4 Demineralization process  191 

The addition of CaO during the pyrolysis of WT alters the physicochemical properties of TPS, decreasing its suitability, 192 

for instance, as a reinforcing material in rubber formulation for substituting virgin CB. In order to decrease this 193 

undesirable effect, an acid demineralization process using HCl was assessed to remove the residual/transformed CaO 194 

and other inorganic materials contained in the TPS[CaO]. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup is shown in 195 

Fig. 2. This experimental setup consists of a jacketed glass reactor (nominal capacity of 2 L) coupled to a mechanical 196 

stirrer. A reflux condenser is adjusted to prevent possible water evaporation and changes in reagent concentrations. 197 

Furthermore, a thermocouple is used to monitor the temperature profile during the experiments. The demineralization 198 

conditions used in this work were those determined in a previous investigation conducted in our group [41]. This work 199 

shows a complete experimental design where different reagents and operating conditions were tested. Resultingly, 200 

HCl was found to be a proper candidate to carry out the demineralization process of TPS.  201 

 202 
Fig. 2. Demineralization: Setup and experimental procedure  203 
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A differentiating factor of this process is that no heat is provided to the reactor, which reduces the energy penalties and 204 

improves the economic feasibility of demineralization. More details regarding the demineralization system and 205 

governing conditions can be found elsewhere [41]. Once the concentration of HCl (5 M) and the volume of reagent 206 

(500 mL) were ensured, 100 g of TPS[CaO] was fed into the reactor, and the liquid-solid mixture was stirred for 60 min. 207 

The rotation velocity of the mechanical stirrer was fixed at 600 rpm, in order to provide complete mixing between 208 

reagent and TPS[CaO]. After the mixing period, the obtained solid (DTPS[CaO]) was successively washed with 209 

distillated water until the pH of the filtrate reached a neutral value.  210 

Then, the DTPS[CaO] was dried overnight (8 h) using an electric oven at 105 ºC. Thereafter, the reduction of the 211 

inorganic compounds was determined by means of Equation 2, where m3 is the mass of the crucible containing the 212 

ashes of the DTPS[CaO], m2 is the mass of the crucible containing the ashes of the TPS[CaO], and m1 is the mass of 213 

the empty crucible. The ashes of each sample were determined according to ASTM D1506. 214 

% 𝐴𝑠ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
(𝑚3 − 𝑚1)

(𝑚2 − 𝑚1)
 ×  100% (2) 

 215 

2.5 Characterization of products 216 

2.5.1 Liquid fraction  217 

TPO and TPO[CaO] were studied in terms of elemental composition (ASTM D-5373) in a Thermo Fischer Scientific 218 

2000 apparatus, where lubricant oil (C: 82.07%, H: 13.62%, N:1.09%, S: 3.22%) was used as a standard for calibration. 219 

In addition, heating value (ASTM D240), density (ASTM D4052), kinematic viscosity (ASTM D445), water content 220 

(ASTM E203), and simulated distillation data (ASTM D7500) were determined. Finally, the main compounds present 221 

in TPO and TPO[CaO], as well as the type of hydrogen atoms (i.e. aromatic, paraffinic, olefinic, and naphthenic) were 222 

determined by means of qualitative gas chromatography coupled to mass spectroscopy (GC-MS) and 1H nuclear 223 

magnetic resonance (NMR), respectively.  224 

 225 
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2.5.1.1 GC-MS 226 

The main compounds contained in the light part of TPO and TPO[CaO] (compounds in the boiling point range between 227 

70 and 250 ºC) were identified via GC-MS in a THERMO Trace GC Ultra with MS DSQ II. Here, both samples were 228 

diluted in dichloromethane (1:10) before being injected into the apparatus. A BP-Petro (100m × 0.25 mm ID × 0.5 µm 229 

film thickness) capillary column was selected for the tests. Helium was chosen as a carrier gas with an initial flow of 230 

0.2 mL/min during the first 84 min. Then, the flow rate was increased from 0.2 to 1.8 mL/min and kept at a constant 231 

flow rate of 1.8 mL/min during the rest of the analysis. The oven temperature was initially set at 40 ºC (4 min), then 232 

gradually heated at different heating rates (1 ºC/min up to 55 ºC, 2 ºC/min up to 185 ºC, and finally 10 ºC/min up to 250 233 

ºC). Once the oven reached 250 ºC, this temperature was kept constant for 60 min. The injector, the ion source, and 234 

the transfer line temperatures were maintained constant at 300, 230 and 280 ºC, respectively. A sample volume of 1 235 

μl was injected applying a 1:7 split mode. After a solvent delay of 10.4 min, a full mass spectrum was obtained. The 236 

MS was operated in positive electron ionization mode, and an m/z range from 30 to 500 was scanned. The voltage 237 

applied to the multiplier detector was 1275 V, in order to find the total ion chromatograms (TICs) in a full-scan acquisition 238 

method. The identification of the peaks was carried out based on computer matching of the mass spectra with the NIST 239 

library. Once the identification was accomplished, a Selective Ion Monitoring (SIM) chromatogram of the principal ion 240 

of each compound was extracted from the full-scan spectra. 241 

2.5.1.2 1H NMR  242 

For this analysis, 50 μl of the sample were diluted into 600 μl of CDCl3. 0.6 ml of the diluted mixture were transferred 243 

into 5 mm NMR tubes. A 700 MHz Bruker AVANCE III spectrometer was used to obtain the spectra at 298 K. The 244 

spectrometer was equipped with a Bruker CP TCI multinuclear CryoProbe (from Brukerbiospin, Rheinstetten, 245 

Germany). In order to record the 1H NMR spectra, 128 scans were collected with a recycle delay time of 10 s. A 246 

standard one-dimensional (1D) 90° pulse sequence was used with standard (zg) program from the Bruker pulse library. 247 

Tetramethylsilane (TMS) was used as the internal chemical shift reference. A spectral width of 14,098 Hz was digitized 248 

into 64,000 data points to collect the free induction decay (FID). Fourier transformation was applied after applying a 249 
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line broadening of 1 Hz. Bruker Topspin 4.0.4 software (Bruker BioSpin, Rheinstetten, Germany) was used to collect 250 

the spectra and MestreNova was used for both spectral post-processing and for data analyses.  251 

2.5.2 Solid fraction 252 

In addition to measuring the ash content of TPS, TPS[CaO], and DTPS[CaO], ash composition was also determined 253 

by XRF in an Epsilon 1 – Panalytical apparatus. For the sake of comparison, the composition of the ash contained in 254 

WT was also identified following the same methodology. Moreover, textural characteristics such as SBET, Vo, VT, and 255 

VMeso, were determined. In order to do so, all samples were degassed at 120 ºC under vacuum conditions for 600 min. 256 

These parameters were calculated following the same procedure as described for CaO. Lastly, the external surface 257 

area was determined using the t-plot equation according to the statistical thickness method (STSA) [42]. It is important 258 

to mention that the STSA is defined as the specific surface area that is accessible to rubber molecules, while SBET is 259 

linked to the total surface area. 260 

2.5.3 Gas fraction 261 

TPG and TPG[CaO] composition was analyzed using a MicroGC Agilent model 3000, equipped with two thermal 262 

conductivity detectors (TCD), a 5A molecular sieve column (10 m × 0.32 mm) operated with Ar, and a Plot U capillary 263 

column (8 m × 0.32 mm) operated with He. The GC reported the volumetric concentrations of H2, O2, N2, CH4, CO, 264 

CO2, C2H4, C2H6, and C3H8. 265 

3. Results and discussion 266 

3.1 Characteristics of waste tire 267 

Table 1 lists both the elemental, proximate analyses, as well as the heating value of the WT used during the 268 

experimental campaign. As observed, WT has a high energy density (38.69 kJ/kg), which is associated with the high 269 

content of carbon (82.4 wt.%) and hydrogen (8.2 wt.%). Due to this high energy content, even greater than that of 270 

middle and high-rank coal [43], WT have been used as an alternative energy source for energy demanding processes, 271 

including cement production, pulp and paper mills, electric utilities, industrial boilers, etc. [44,45]. WT also contain high 272 
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amounts of volatile matter (62.2 wt.%) and fixed carbon (29.9 wt.%), which are associated with rubber (natural and 273 

synthetic) and several carbon blacks added in the tire manufacturing process, respectively. Sulfur is used as a curing 274 

agent for rubber, and it also mediates crosslinks between rubber chains. The sulfur content was found to be 1.9 wt.%, 275 

which is within the range reported in the literature, between 0.9 and 2.3 wt.% [4]. Another relevant aspect is the minor 276 

presence of oxygen (0.8 wt.%), which favors the pyrolysis process of WT, as well as the properties of the derived 277 

products (TPO and TPG). Finally, ash (6.9 wt.%) are linked to additives and inorganic fillers used in tire manufacture. 278 

Table 1. Elemental composition, proximate analysis, and heating value of WT 279 
Analysis Value 

Elemental (dry basis) 

Carbon (wt.%) 82.4 

Hydrogen (wt.%) 8.2 

Oxygen (wt.%) 0.8 

Nitrogen (wt.%) < 0.1 

Sulfur (wt.%) 1.9 

Proximate (dry basis) 

Volatile matter (wt.%) 63.2 

Fixed carbon (wt.%) 29.9 

Ash (wt.%) 6.9 

Heating value (dry basis) 

HHV (MJ/kg) 38.69 

3.2 Characteristics of CaO 280 

As previously mentioned, CaO was obtained through the calcination of CaCO3 at 900 ºC, resulting in a mass loss of 281 

around 44 wt.%. The chemical composition of the resulting CaO identified by XRF revealed that the major species are 282 

Ca (81.3 wt. %), followed by Si (1.5 wt. %) and Mg (0.29 wt. %). Other elements such as Al (0.28 wt.%), Fe (0.14 wt.%), 283 

Zn (0.006 wt.%), and Sr (0.057 wt.%) were also detected, but in minor quantities. These elements account for 84 wt.% 284 

of the total composition of the sample, which implies that traces of other elements might be present. Table 2 reports 285 

the textural properties of the resulting CaO for the two particle size ranges used in this work.  286 

Table 2. Textural characteristics of CaO 287 
Sample SBET (m2/g) Vo (cm3/g) VT (cm3/g) VMeso (cm3/g) 

CaO [149-841 µm] 9 0.0035 0.035 0.0315 
CaO [105-149 µm] 10 0.0041 0.030 0.0259 

As observed, both samples exhibit very similar SBET, although Vo is slightly higher (15%) for the CaO [105-149 µm] as 288 

compared to that of CaO [149-841 µm]. Nonetheless, CaO [149-841 µm] presents larger VT (16.7 %) and VMeso (21.6 289 
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%) in contrast to CaO [105-149 µm]. Even so, both samples can be regarded as predominantly mesoporous materials, 290 

given that more than 86 % of the total volume of pores corresponds to mesopores (see Fig. 3). This feature is expected 291 

to have a positive effect on the activity of CaO during the pyrolysis of WT, because it facilitates the access and diffusion 292 

of reactants through the CaO surface of particles. The described properties are important factors on the rate and degree 293 

of reactivity of CaO when used as a catalyst/sorbent in chemical processes [46], and they depend strongly on the 294 

characteristics of the base material (particle size, mineral composition, etc.), and on calcination conditions 295 

(temperature, heating rate, and retention time) [47]. 296 

For instance, moderate calcination temperatures commonly produce highly porous, highly reactive CaO particles, while 297 

high temperatures lead to shrunk, dense CaO particles with low porosity, most likely due to sintering [48]. There are 298 

some dissimilarities when comparing CaO characteristics with the information reported in previous studies [49–51], 299 

due to the strong influence of calcination parameters. Complementary to the information obtained by XRF, Section 300 

S1.1 and Section S1.2 in the Supplementary Information show the surface composition of CaO [105-149 µm] and CaO 301 

[149-841 µm], respectively, obtained by EDX. These results confirm the predominant presence of Ca, O, and Mg on 302 

the surface of the CaO particles.  303 

a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig. 3. SEM images of CaO with a magnification of 20000x: a) CaO [105-149 µm] and b) CaO [149-841 µm] 304 
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3.3 Influence of CaO addition on the yield of products  305 

Fig. 4 shows the yields of TPO, TPG, and TPS with the addition of 10, 15, and 20 wt.% of CaO during the pyrolysis of 306 

WT. Results obtained without adding CaO are also included for comparison purposes. The associated errors (standard 307 

deviations) regarding the TPO, TPS, and TPG yields are ± 1.1 wt.%, ± 0.87 wt.%, and ± 1.6 wt.%, respectively. As 308 

observed in Fig. 4, the addition of CaO has a minor effect on the TPO yield, represented by the slight variation between 309 

44 and 46 wt.%. The effect of CaO was more prominent in the TPS and TPG yields, particularly in the case of CaO 310 

[105-149 µm]. In this case, the TPS yield decreased from 43 wt. % to 38 wt. %, while the TPG yield increased from 13 311 

wt. % to 17 wt.%. Even though these differences are close to the experimental error, a significant increase in the total 312 

volume flow of TPG with the addition of CaO was qualitatively observed during the experiments by observing the size 313 

of the flame on the TPG burner. Similar results were obtained by Aydin et al. [18], using different proportions of Ca(OH)2 314 

in a fixed bed reactor (capacity of 1.15 L). The authors introduced different proportions of Ca(OH)2 (5, 10 and 15 wt.% 315 

of the WT sample) and observed that yields of TPS and TPG were more influenced than yield of TPO. Choi et al. [28] 316 

reported small differences on the TPO and TPS yields when calcined dolomite was used in a fluidized bed pyrolyzer. 317 

The higher effect was found in the TPG (from 9.1 to 12.3 wt.%), which was attributed to the enhancement of cracking 318 

reactions given the high presence of active sites on the calcined dolomite particles.  319 

 320 
Fig. 4. Yields of pyrolysis products  321 
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More noticeable differences on the pyrolysis yields were found by Gabani et al. [52] using CaO nanoparticles in a fixed 322 

bed reactor. The high SBET (435.54 m2/g) of the CaO seems to be the main cause of the wide variation of the TPO, 323 

TPG, and TPS yields. The two former products exhibited a significant increase from 34 wt.% to 46 wt.% and 28 wt.% 324 

to 35 wt.%, respectively, while the latter decreased from 38 wt.% to 19 wt.%. Overall, and according to previous 325 

investigations, the role of CaO during the pyrolysis of carbonaceous materials seems to be linked to the 326 

decomposition/transformation of heavy compounds (i.e. large aromatic structures and long alkane chains), which 327 

eventually favors the TPG yield [53,54], and to a minor extent the yield of TPO. In addition, studies in the field of coal 328 

pyrolysis have demonstrated that the release of volatile matter is enhanced depending on the catalytic activity of CaO 329 

[55,56]. The combination of all these possible reaction pathways can explain both: the slight decrease of the TPS yield, 330 

and the slight increase of the TPG yield. This hypothesis is supported according to the compositional changes of the 331 

pyrolysis products when adding CaO, as shown in the following sections. 332 

3.4 Characterization of pyrolysis products  333 

3.4.1 Liquid fraction: TPO and TPO[CaO]  334 

Fig. 5 shows the reduction in the sulfur content of TPO regarding the CaO addition during WT pyrolysis. As observed, 335 

an increase in the CaO/WT ratio leads to a greater sulfur reduction, especially in the case of coarse particle size range. 336 

Thus, by adding 20 wt.% of CaO [149-841 µm], a maximum sulfur reduction of 26.40 wt.% is reached (sulfur reduction: 337 

1848 ppm). However, it is noticed that between 15 wt.% and 20 wt.% of added CaO, the sulfur reduction is no longer 338 

significant. Thereby, it seems that adding 15 wt.% of CaO [149-841 µm] is a good option not only regarding the sulfur 339 

reduction in the TPO (sulfur reduction: 1827 ppm), but also on the TPS properties as it is less adulterated. The 340 

characterization shown in the following sections is therefore related to the addition of 15 wt.% of CaO [149-841 µm].  341 
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 342 
Fig. 5. Effect of CaO on the sulfur content of TPO  343 

The most abundant sulfur species contained in the volatile matter released during pyrolysis of WT has been reported 344 

to be hydrogen sulfide (H2S), and to a minor extent carbonyl sulfide (COS) [18,28,57,58]. In the presence of CaO, 345 

these compounds are likely to react according to Equations 3 and 4, thus lowering the overall amount of sulfur in both 346 

TPO and TPG.  347 

𝐶𝑎𝑂 +  𝐻2𝑆 ↔  𝐶𝑎𝑆 + 𝐻2𝑂 ∆𝑟𝐻(𝐴)
∘ (298 𝐾) = −59.44 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (3) 

𝐶𝑎𝑂 +  𝐶𝑂𝑆 →  𝐶𝑎𝑆 +  𝐶𝑂2 ∆𝑟𝐻(𝐴)
∘ (298 𝐾) = −94.21 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (4) 

Several investigations have reported that the occurrence of these reactions is governed by thermodynamic variables 348 

such as temperature, pressure, and gas-phase composition (mainly concentration of H2S and COS in the volatile 349 

matter) [59,60]. Furthermore, these works have established that the higher the surface area of the CaO particles, the 350 

lower the time required to convert the sulfur compounds, because reactivity tends to increase with surface area. 351 

Interestingly, in this work, CaO [149-841 µm] exhibited a greater capability to remove sulfur in all tested conditions 352 

than CaO [105-149 µm], although both materials present quite similar SBET. This higher removal may be associated 353 

with the greater VMeso offered by the coarse CaO particles, which is also an important factor in the process. In this 354 

regard, Heesink et al. [60] found that during the initial stages of the sulfidation pathway, the entire CaO particle surface 355 

takes part in the reaction via product layer diffusion of S2- and O2- ions. As the reaction proceeds, the CaO-core surface 356 
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becomes partially covered by CaS, yet the CaO-core remains porous. In turn, this porosity defines the part of the CaO 357 

particle that is still available to facilitate the diffusion of the reacting gaseous species.  358 

The sulfur removal achieved in this initial attempt (26.40 wt.%) serves as an important step towards the upgrading of 359 

TPO for its use in energy conversion systems. It is expected that a higher sulfur removal could be achieved by improving 360 

the textural properties of the CaO particles, as observed by Agnihotri et al. [59]. These authors suggested that the 361 

sulfidation conversion of CaO particles exposed to a flue gas containing up to 5000 ppm H2S can be improved from 15 362 

to 90 % by increasing the SBET from 5.3 to 31.2 m2/g. Regarding in-situ desulfurization in WT pyrolysis, previous studies 363 

carried out by Aydin et al. [18] reported a maximum sulfur reduction of 34.25 % when adding 5 wt.% of Ca(OH)2 during 364 

the process. Nonetheless, the comparison is challenging since the characteristics of Ca(OH)2 were not specified by 365 

the authors. Similarly, in the work conducted by Choi et al. [28], a maximum sulfur reduction of 35 % was found when 366 

using calcined dolomite with a SBET 9.49 m2/g, yet in this case, calcined dolomite was used as a bed material in a 367 

fluidized bed reactor. Overall, based on the final sulfur content achieved in this work (0.51 wt.%, shown in Table 3), 368 

the obtained TPO(TPO[CaO]) can be seen as a potential alternative to partially replace petroleum-derived fuels in the 369 

marine sector. In this context, regulation 14.1.3, MARPOL Annex 14, established that by 2020 all ships have to burn 370 

fuels with a sulfur content of no more than 0.5 wt.% [61]. 371 

Aside from the sulfur reduction, the addition of CaO also influences other properties of TPO. As observed in Table 3, 372 

the addition of 15 wt.% of CaO [149-841 µm] resulted in a decrease of 23 % on the kinematic viscosity (from 2.6 to 373 

1.91 cSt). This reduction in both sulfur and viscosity is accompanied with a minor variation in both density and heating 374 

value, as they practically remained constant with the addition of CaO. A lower viscosity can expand the range of 375 

possibilities for TPO implementation in energy systems, whose efficiency improves when operating with low viscosity 376 

fuels. The advantages of having a less viscous fuel include among others, ease of transportation and pumping, fuel 377 

economy, and lower gas and particulate matter emissions (due to the better vaporization of the fuel, which improves 378 

combustion). 379 

 380 
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Table 3. Physical and chemical properties of TPO and TPO[CaO] 381 
Property/ Sample Methods TPO TPO[CaO] 

Density @ 25 °C (kg/m3) ASTM D4052 888.29 888.67 
Kinematic viscosity @ 40 °C (cSt) ASTM D445 2.60 1.91 
pH --- 8.65 9.00 
C (wt.%) 

 

86.64 87.21 
H (wt.%) 10.56 10.66 
N (wt.%) 1.32 1.23 
S (wt.%) 0.70 0.51 
O (wt.%) 0.78 0.39 

H/C atomic ratio 
From elemental 
composition 

1.46 1.47 

Water content (ppm) ASTM E203 294.00 85.00 
Higher heating value (MJ/kg) ASTM D240 42.76 43.40 
API gravity -- 29.7 29.7 
Initial BP (°C) ASTM D86 69.00 70.00 
50% distillation (°C) ASTM D7500 253.90 253.90 
90% distillation (°C) ASTM D7500 433.60 429.50 
Final BP (°C) ASTM D7500 558.50 550.90 

Likewise, the addition of CaO during the pyrolysis of WT resulted in a decrease of 70 % of the water content in 382 

TPO[CaO], in regard to TPO. During the pyrolysis of WT, the water vapor contained in the volatile matter may react 383 

with CaO particles to form Ca(OH)2, according to Equation 5 [37]. CaO hydration is a reversible reaction that occurs in 384 

the temperature range of 450 - 500 °C [62]. Taking into account that pyrolysis was conducted at 475 °C (reactor 385 

temperature), CaO particles may not only have reacted with H2S/COS to form CaS, but they also seem to have reacted 386 

with H2O to form Ca(OH)2, which explains the reduction of water in TPO[CaO].  387 

𝐶𝑎(𝑂𝐻)2 ↔ 𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 ∆𝑟𝐻(𝐴)
∘ (298 𝐾) = −104 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (5) 

Additionally, the simulated distillation data indicate slightly higher final distillation temperatures for TPO (558.5 °C) in 388 

contrast to TPO[CaO] (550.9 °C). Furthermore, the distillation temperature at which 50 % of the fuel was evaporated 389 

(T50) was 253.9 °C in both samples, while the temperature at which 90 % of the fuel was evaporated (T90) was slightly 390 

higher for TPO (433.60 °C) in contrast to TPO[CaO] (429.50 °C) as reported in Table 3. These high temperatures can 391 

be associated with the presence of high molecular weight compounds, such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) 392 

and polycyclic aromatic sulfur hydrocarbon (PASH), as well as with long paraffinic side chains [63–65]. On the other 393 

hand, API gravity was found to be 29.7 for both samples. API gravity is commonly used to classify an oil as light (> 394 

31.1), medium (22.3 - 31.1), heavy (< 22.3), and extra heavy (< 10), and play a very important role in establishing the 395 

market value of conventional crude oils. According to this, TPO and TPO[CaO] can be classified as medium weight 396 
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oils. Lastly, the pH was slightly modified in the TPO[CaO] due to the basic nature of CaO, while contents of hydrogen, 397 

carbon, and nitrogen were not significantly altered. 398 

3.4.1.1 GC-MS  399 

The main compounds present in TPO and TPO[CaO] were identified by a qualitative GC-MS analysis. It is important 400 

to mention that the GC-MS method used in this in this work was only capable of identifying compounds with boiling 401 

points up to 250 °C. Thus, it worth mentioning that is not possible to elucidate with this analytical technique the 402 

compositional changes of the heavy fraction of TPO[CaO]. Even so, this analysis is fundamental to understand the 403 

characteristics of the light part of TPO and TPO[CaO]. 404 

Although multiple peaks appeared in the resulting spectrums (Supplementary Information, Section S2), which confirms 405 

the chemical complexity of both samples, the most representative peaks were chosen in order to simplify the analysis 406 

(39 compounds in total). Fig. 6 illustrates the percentage of the normalized areas of the main compounds presenting 407 

the highest intensities in the spectrum. The main compounds in TPO and TPO[CaO] are toluene (normalized area: 408 

12.2 and 13.0 %), 1,3-dimethyl-benzene or o-Xylene (normalized area: 15.6 and 15.8 %), and d-limonene (normalized 409 

area: 23.2 and 23 .3 %), totaling to circa 50% of the sample. Other species such as ethylbenzene (normalized area: 410 

2.5 and 2.9 %) and mesitylene (normalized area: 3.9 and 4.1 %) are also representative of both fuels. Table S3 in 411 

Supplementary Information lists the identified compounds with their related retention times and normalized area 412 

percentages. These results are in complete agreement with prior information reported in the literature [4,13,14].  413 

It has been established that TPO contains high-value chemicals such as single aromatic ring compounds, including 414 

benzene, toluene, and xylene, as well as aliphatic compounds such as limonene, which was the most abundant 415 

compound in both TPO and TPO[CaO] in the fraction detected by GC-MS (70 – 250 °C). Most of the identified 416 

compounds are found in combinations of paraffinic-aromatic, paraffinic-olefinic, and naphthenic-olefinic structures, 417 

including the presence of a few nitrogen-, oxygen-, and sulfur-containing hetero molecules (see Table S3 in the 418 

Supplementary Information). 419 
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 420 
Fig. 6. GC-MS of TPO and TPO[CaO] 421 

In addition, sulfur was found in the form of benzothiazole, which is around 31% more abundant in TPO in contrast to 422 

TPO[CaO] (Fig. 6). This outcome agrees with the information reported in Table 3 and supports the activity of CaO 423 

during WT pyrolysis in the twin-auger reactor. Moreover, toluene is found to be 7% more abundant in TPO[CaO] in 424 

comparison to TPO. Other compounds are similar in both fuels, with some minor deviations. Although these small 425 

changes in the abundance of light aromatic (benzene, toluene, xylene, etc.) and aliphatic (limonene) compounds would 426 

not independently influence the characteristics of the fuel, the sum of all abundance variations suggests an interesting 427 

synergistic effect.  428 

3.4.1.2 1H NMR  429 

Table 4 presents the characteristic 1H NMR chemical shift used to identify and quantify several nuclei present in TPO 430 

and TPO[CaO]. The 1H chemical shift assignments were taken from Abdul Jameel et al. [66]. Different nuclei exhibit 431 

different shifts. Accordingly, the splitting pattern and position of these shifts are indicative of the underlying molecular 432 

structure. Thus, it is possible to determine the relative amount (e.g. mole %) of each molecular functional group and 433 

atomic arrangement, for instance, aromatic, olefinic, naphthenic, and paraffinic hydrogens, as also reported in Table 434 

4. 435 
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Table 4. 1H NMR chemical shift assignments 437 

Symbol Hydrogen type Chemical shift 
TPO TPO[CaO] 

Mole (%) Mole (%) 

HArom Aromatics  6.42 - 8.99 9.21 10.96 
HOle Olefinic CH - CH2 groups 4.50 - 6.42 7.55 8.04 
HCHα CH group α to aromatic ring 2.88 - 3.40 0.72 0.85 
HCH2α CH2 group α to aromatic ring 2.64 - 2.88 1.03 1.45 
HCH3α CH3 group α to aromatic ring 2.04 - 2.64 12.49 13.8 
HNaph Naphthenic CH - CH2 groups 1.57 - 1.96 14.8 16.45 
HPar-CH Paraffinic CH groups 1.39 - 1.57 3.52 2.67 
HPar-CH2 Paraffinic CH2 groups 0.94 - 1.39 22.83 19.96 
HPar-CH3 Paraffinic CH3 groups 0.25 - 0.94 27.85 25.82 

Total  100 100 

 438 

As a complement of Table 4, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of hydrogen types in TPO and TPO[CaO], according to 439 

different hydrocarbon subfamilies (paraffins, aromatics, olefins, and naphthenes). Furthermore, the inserted graph in 440 

Fig. 7 illustrates a more detailed distribution of the hydrogen atoms depending on the type of functional group. NMR 441 

data reveals that there is a substantial presence of hydrogen atoms in paraffinic structures in both samples. In contrast 442 

to TPO, TPO[CaO] exhibits a higher content of hydrogen atoms in aromatic, naphthenic, and olefinic structures, while 443 

hydrogen atoms in paraffinic ones are lower.  444 

 445 
Fig. 7. Hydrogen atoms distribution  446 
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ones attached to aromatic structures [67]. It should be noted that presence of hydrogen atoms in paraffinic structures 449 

are reduced in TPO[CaO], while these atoms in aromatic, naphthenic and olefinic compounds are increased. This 450 

tendency could be associated with the participation of CaO in diverse chemical reactions during WT pyrolysis, including 451 

among others, ring splitting and paraffinic chains cracking.  452 

3.4.2 Solid fraction: TPS, TPS[CaO], and DTPS[CaO] 453 

The solid fraction resulting from the pyrolysis of WT with the addition of CaO (TPS[CaO]) is a mix of TPS, products 454 

obtained from the reaction between CaO and volatile matter, and CaO particles that did not react or were regenerated 455 

during the process. Morphological characteristics of TPS and TPS[CaO] can be observed in the SEM images shown 456 

in Fig. 8. It is noticed in Fig. 8a that TPS exhibits a heterogeneous distribution, ranging from very fine aggregates up 457 

to ~100 µm. Nonetheless, in the case of TPS[CaO] (Fig. 8b), the distribution of aggregates seems to be more uniform, 458 

with smaller sizes in contrast to TPS. 459 

a) 

 

b) 

 
Fig. 8. SEM images magnification of 200x: a) TPS and b) TPS[CaO] (CaO [149-841 µm]) 460 

The uniformity in the distribution of the TPS[CaO] aggregates can be attributed to the attrition effect of CaO during the 461 

pyrolysis process. This is because the addition of CaO leads to a higher material density in the gap located between 462 

the reactor screws. Thus, higher mechanical friction is likely to take place between the TPS aggregates and the coarse 463 

CaO particles. In turn, this friction breaks apart the larger TPS aggregates. The bright points in the images (marked in 464 
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circles) can be associated with the presence of inorganic compounds in the TPS, most likely CaO in the case of 465 

TPS[CaO]. 466 

In general, TPS differs from the virgin CB used in tire manufacture because it contains almost all of the inorganic 467 

compounds present in tires, in this case 18.45 wt.% (ash content). In addition, some carbonaceous deposits are 468 

probably to be found in the TPS given the presence of partially devolatilized rubber and/or hydrocarbon compounds 469 

that were trapped in the surface. Thereby, among the three products derived from the pyrolysis of WT, TPS poses the 470 

highest challenges to be incorporated into industrial scale applications [68]. Even though the pyrolysis of WT using 471 

CaO presents a positive effect on the physicochemical properties of TPO, particularly on the sulfur content, it is clear 472 

that there is a significant increase of inorganics in the resulting solid fraction, which reduces its quality considerably at 473 

least as a potential substitute for virgin CB. Alternative applications, as the production of activated carbon [69], or even 474 

a solid fuel [70,71] are more flexible in regard to the presence of CaO in TPS. A previous investigation conducted in 475 

our group suggested that calcium acts as a catalyst in the activation process (gasification) of TPS[CaO] [69]. In turn, 476 

calcium increases the reaction velocity and alters the porous distribution. Furthermore, if the obtained TPS[CaO] is 477 

used as a solid fuel, CaO can be regenerated and fed again into the process. In this case, CaO can act not only as a 478 

catalyst, but also as a heat carrier material, lowering the energy demand of the pyrolysis process as reported elsewhere 479 

[72]. 480 

Even so, in order to enhance the properties and potential applications of TPS[CaO] as substitute for virgin CB, chemical 481 

upgrading strategies using demineralization processes seem to be imperative. Accordingly, TPS[CaO] was subjected 482 

to an acid leaching process, which decreased the ash content from 57.5 wt.% (TPS[CaO]) to 11.52 wt.% (DTPS[CaO]), 483 

representing an ash reduction of around 80%. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the ash content of DTPS[CaO] is 484 

around 40 % lower than that of TPS (18.45 wt.%). Therefore, it can be inferred that the acid demineralization treatment 485 

was not only able to reduce significantly the Ca added during pyrolysis, but also other inorganic compounds contained 486 

in the WT. In this regard, Table 5 reports the normalized chemical composition present in TPS[CaO] and DTPS[CaO] 487 

obtained by XRF. For the sake of comparison, the ash composition of TPS and WT is also included. As expected for 488 

TPS[CaO], there is a significant presence of CaO (65.38 wt.%), which comes not only from the CaO added during 489 
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pyrolysis (CaO/WT: 15 wt.%), but also from the initial Ca contained in the WT ashes (3.40 wt.%). Other elements such 490 

as Zn (16.15 wt.%), S (8.78 wt.%), and Si (6.20 wt.%) are also present in significant amounts in TPS[CaO]. Likewise, 491 

the content of sulfur in TPS[CaO] is higher respect to that found in the TPS, as expected. An interesting aspect also 492 

noticed in Table 5 is that the ash composition of WT and that of TPS is quite similar, which indicates that the inorganic 493 

compounds initially contained in the WT are practically trapped in TPS.  494 

Table 5. Elemental composition of inorganic compounds in WT, TPS, TPS[CaO] and DTPS[CaO] 495 

Element 
WT TPS TPS[CaO] DTPS[CaO] Reduction (%) 

(wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (wt.%) (DTPS[CaO] vs TPS)    

Zn 59.34 51.37 16.15 17.68 78.51 
Si 25.80 23.21 6.20 34.97 5.92 
Ca 3.40 2.69 65.38 27.89 -84.55* 
Fe 3.34 13.91 0.69 0.93 95.83 
S 3.09 3.10 8.78 14.34 -65.48* 
K 1.5 1.29 0 1.15 44.34 
Al 1.27 2.21 1.26 1.64 53.67 
P 0.88 0.86 0 0.44 68.05 
Co 0.72 0.77 0.27 0.41 66.75 
Cu 0.27 0.31 0.06 0.23 53.67 
Br 0.21 0.14 0.42 0.12 46.48 
Ti 0.15 0.15 0 0.19 20.91 
Mn 251.3 ppm 918 ppm 0 145.2 ppm  -- 
Mg 0 0 0.71 0 0.00 
As 0 0 0.01 0 0.00 
Sr 0 0 0.05 0 0.00 
* The negative sign indicates no reduction of the element when compared with TPS 

 496 

Table 5 also shows the reduction percentage of the inorganic elements between DTPS[CaO] and TPS. For instance, 497 

the acid demineralization was effective to reduce the presence of Zn in almost 78 %. Likewise, other elements, including 498 

Fe, K and Al, were also reduced. Similarly, Ca was significantly reduced after demineralization, although is still higher 499 

than that contained in the TPS. Ca, Si, Zn and S are the major elements contained in DTPS[CaO]. However, the 500 

presence of CaO and Si does not necessary play a strong detrimental effect on TPS when it is used in rubber 501 

compounding because some curing, mechanical and swelling properties can be improved, as shown by Ahmed et al. 502 

[73] and Yuvaraj et al. [74]. A recent study also revealed that despite the lower reinforcement properties of TPS as 503 

compared to virgin CB (ref. N550), interesting performance can be achieved when TPS is partially incorporated into 504 

rubber formulations or by increasing its load in the composites [75].  505 
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Finally, Table 6 shows the textural properties of TPS[CaO] and DTPS[CaO]. Such properties for TPS are also included 506 

for the sake of comparison. It is noticed that the SBET of TPS decreases significantly with the addition of CaO, as 507 

expected. Nonetheless, the demineralization process resulted in an increase in both SBET and STSA not only respect 508 

to that offered by the TPS[CaO], but also of TPS. In addition, it should be note that SBET and STSA were quite similar 509 

for all tested samples, which confirm that they are predominantly mesoporous materials. Finally, it is worth mentioning 510 

that the demineralization treatment using HCl is expected to increase the presence of acidic functional groups in the 511 

surface of DTPS[CaO], and hence, to offer both better filler/polymer interaction and in-rubber performance, as 512 

compared to the non-treated material (TPS[CaO]) [41,76].  513 

Table 6. Textural characteristics of TPS, TPS [CaO], and DTPS[CaO] (CaO [149-841 µm]) 514 

Sample SBET (m2/g) STSA (m2/g) Vo (cm3/g) VT (cm3/g) VMeso (cm3/g) 

TPS 53 52 0.030 0.350 0.32 
TPS [CaO] 46 45 0.031 0.361 0.33 
DTPS[CaO] 59 55 0.038 0.505 0.47 

 515 

3.4.3 Gas fraction: TPG and TPG[CaO] 516 

Fig. 9 shows the normalized chemical composition of TPG and TPG[CaO] obtained by gas chromatography. The 517 

amount of gases quantified represents about 80 % of the total gases in both cases. The composition of TPG exhibits 518 

important variations with the addition of CaO (TPG[CaO]). In particular, it is worth highlighting the increase of H2 (from 519 

31.22 to 38.61 vol.%), as well as some CxHy compounds such as C3H8 (from 7.33 to 10.73 vol.%), C2H6 (from 8.20 to 520 

9.19 vol.%), and C2H4 (from 6.31 to 7.77 vol.%). In addition, there is a decrease of CO2 (from 4.07 to 1.97 vol. %), CO 521 

(from 4.87 to 4.07 vol. %), and H2S (from 0.71 to 0.50 vol.%). The related experimental errors (standard deviation) 522 

regarding the measurement of the chemical composition of TPG and TPG[CaO] are H2 (± 0.35 vol.%), CH4 (± 523 

0.41vol.%), CO (± 0.44 vol.%), CO2 (± 0.43 vol.%), C2H4 (± 0.06 vol.%), C2H6 (± 0.14 vol.%), C3H8 (± 1.22 vol.%), and 524 

H2S (± 0.14 vol.%). 525 

The decomposition of oxygen-containing compounds in the released volatile matter, for example in aromatic structures, 526 

given the presence of CaO particles, may lead to an increase in the concentration of CO in TPG [77]. Nonetheless, the 527 

water vapor contained in the volatile matter along with the produced CO, may be likely consumed in the water-gas shift 528 
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reaction (Equation 6), resulting in an increase of H2 as well as a decrease in the water content in the TPO[CaO], as 529 

shown in Table 3. 530 

 531 
Fig. 9. Chemical composition of TPO and TPG[CaO] (CaO [149-841 µm]) 532 

 533 
The water-gas shift is an exothermic reaction; thus, it is thermodynamically favorable at the pyrolysis conditions used 534 

in this work. Although CO2 is also expected, the presence of CaO in the system possibly led to the production of CaCO3 535 

as shown in Equation 7, which is also thermodynamically favorable at the experimental conditions. This hypothesis 536 

agrees with the observed decrease of CO2 in TPG[CaO] in Fig. 9. 537 

 538 

𝐶𝑂 + 𝐻2𝑂 ↔ 𝐶𝑂2 + 𝐻2 ∆𝑟𝐻(𝐴)
∘ (298 𝐾) = − 41.1 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (6) 

𝐶𝑎𝑂 + 𝐶𝑂2 ↔ +𝐶𝑎𝐶𝑂3 ∆𝑟𝐻(𝐴)
∘ (298 𝐾) = − 178 𝑘𝐽𝑚𝑜𝑙−1 (7) 

The H2 concentration increasing in the TPG[CaO], as well as C2 and C3 hydrocarbons, is also ascribed to the cracking 539 

of aromatic structures promoted by the presence of CaO. As also shown in Fig. 9, the TPO[CaO] presents a slight 540 

increase of C2H6, C2H4, and C3H8. Similar pathways have been reported in previous pyrolysis studies of coal and 541 

biomass using calcium-based materials [35,53,54]. In this regard, Tingyu et al. [36] suggested that during the initial 542 

stages of coal pyrolysis (volatilization), the primary products released contain condensed aromatic compounds that are 543 
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catalyzed by CaO increasing the gas yield and the concentration of C1 - C5 hydrocarbons in it. Finally, the desulfurization 544 

capabilities of CaO in the pyrolysis of WT were evidenced in a reduction of 38 % of the H2S contained in TPG. Overall, 545 

these results suggest that not only the physicochemical properties of TPO were upgraded, but also the main gas 546 

concentrations of TPG. Aside from a reduction in the concentration of H2S, CO, and CO2, the addition of CaO promoted 547 

a rise in the concentration of gaseous hydrocarbons in TPG, which ultimately influence its energy density. Indeed, the 548 

addition of CaO resulted in an increase of 7% in the HHV, from 26 MJ/Nm3 in TPG to 28 MJ/Nm3 in TPG[CaO]. 549 

3.5 Reaction mechanism for the pyrolysis of WT using CaO 550 

Aside from its ability to reduce H2S, CO2, etc., from gaseous streams, CaO has been used in several studies to 551 

modify/improve the physicochemical properties of the liquids obtained from the pyrolysis of different types of coal and 552 

biomass [78,79]. In general, the presence of CaO during pyrolysis processes seems to promote deoxygenation and 553 

cracking reactions resulting in smaller molecules [80–83]. These findings have been attributed to the catalytic activity 554 

of CaO on the decomposition of larger aromatic rings and/or long paraffinic chains to form smaller hydrocarbons. 555 

Based on this and the results discussed so far, Fig. 10 shows a possible reaction mechanism that may be facilitated 556 

by the participation of CaO in different reactions during the pyrolysis of WT. It is observed that the presence of CaO 557 

may lead to ring splitting and, eventually, more protonated aromatic rings, naphthenes, and/or olefins can be formed 558 

[77,84]. Likewise, CaO may abstract H+ ions from long paraffinic chains, thus giving rise to smaller hydrocarbon chains. 559 

The catalytic activity of CaO, coupled with the temperature of pyrolysis, may also lead to the reorganization of these 560 

smaller chains to form olefins, cycloparaffins (naphthenes), or new aromatics [85]. The presence of these new 561 

compounds in the derived liquid products eventually influences, among other properties, their viscosity; property that 562 

is sensitive to structural changes in the fuel, as noticed for TPO[CaO]. Furthermore, the cracking of aromatic structures 563 

present in the volatile matter can lead to an increase of short chain hydrocarbons, which were also noticed in 564 

TPG[CaO]. 565 
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 566 
Fig. 10. Possible cracking pathways of a poly-aromatic structure and paraffinic chains in the presence of CaO during 567 

WT pyrolysis 568 

In line with these possible reaction pathways, an early work carried out by Khan [86] reported a decrease in the 569 

viscosity, oxygen content, and Conradson carbon residue in the liquid derived from coal pyrolysis using CaO. Moreover, 570 

the composition of the heavy fraction was altered, given the reduction of some aromatic compounds and increase of 571 

aliphatic ones [86]. Similarly, in a study conducted by Wang et al. [83], the addition of CaO during the co-pyrolysis of 572 

bituminous coal and cow dung resulted in a decrease in the relatively high amount of polyaromatic hydrocarbons (i.e. 573 

phenanthrene, pyrene, and retene), while an increase of the relative content of benzene and naphthalene in the derived 574 

liquid fraction. These findings were attributed to the catalytic activity of CaO on the decomposition of larger aromatic 575 

ring compounds, as well as the repeated bond-forming and bond-breaking process between the Ca species and the 576 

carbonaceous molecules in the volatile matter.  577 

A possible explanation for the findings aforementioned is that the O2- in the CaO contains a full p-orbital available for 578 

electron pair donation. In turn, the full p-orbital on the O2- may destabilize the π-electron cloud responsible for 579 

resonance stabilization in aromatic structures. Thus, electron cloud polarization and subsequent unequal charge 580 

distribution across the aromatic ring, coupled with the high temperatures of pyrolysis, may lead to the cracking of 581 
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aromatic structures. The presence of Ca2+ may aid various cracking pathways by stabilizing anionic intermediates, 582 

while O2- can abstract H+. In this regard, the cracking of aromatic structures present in the volatile matter can take 583 

place, yielding H2, as well as gaseous hydrocarbons. In addition, the O2- ions may also abstract H+ ions from long 584 

paraffinic chains. In turn, smaller hydrocarbon chains could be generated which, when subjected to high temperature 585 

of pyrolysis, may reorganize to form olefins, cycloparaffins (naphthenes), or even new aromatics. 586 

4. Conclusions 587 

In this work, the effect of adding CaO during the pyrolysis of WT on the physicochemical properties of TPO, TPG, and 588 

TPS was studied. The addition of 15 wt. % of CaO during the pyrolysis of WT resulted in a sulfur reduction in the TPO 589 

of 26.10 wt.%. Similarly, the influence of CaO was also evidenced on other physiochemical properties of TPO such as 590 

a reduction of the viscosity, which boots its potential as a fuel in energy systems. Although the ash content of TPS[CaO] 591 

was significantly high after pyrolysis (57.5 wt.%), an acid demineralization step was effective not only at removing 80 592 

wt.% of its inorganic content, but also at improving its surface area and porosity. Regarding TPG[CaO], an increase in 593 

the amount of H2 and some CxHy compounds (i.e. C3H8, C2H6, and C2H4), while a decrease in CO2, CO, and H2S ones 594 

revealed the participation of CaO in several reactions during the pyrolysis of WT. Overall, the use of CaO can be 595 

considered a promising pathway as a first attempt to improve the properties of TPO and TPG. Nonetheless, the 596 

limitations of this alternative are delineated by the impact on the characteristics of TPS, which must be carefully 597 

assessed to guarantee the profitability of the pyrolysis process at larger scale. 598 
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